
KLENZEEN GUARDIAN 
ANTI-BAC FOOD-SAFE 
DEGREASER

KLENZEEN HEAVY DUTY 
MACHINE FLOOR CLEANER

KLENZEEN 
GUARDIAN ANTI-BAC 
FOOD-SAFE SPRAY

KLENZEEN PINE 
GEL SANITISER

Odourless bactericidal degreaser liquid 
designed for use in kitchens and any other 
area where food is present.
*Tested to EN1276

Heavy-duty fl oor cleaner for use in fl oor 
cleaning machines. Ideal for the removal 
of stubborn dirt and heavy grease.Odourless bactericidal degreaser spray 

designed for use in kitchens and any 
other area where food is present.
*Tested to  EN1276

Thick gel with a fresh pine fragrance.
Cleans, deodorises and sanitises all 
hard fl oor surfaces.

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

KLENZEEN SURECLEAN HARD 
SURFACE CLEANER

Heavy-duty hard surface cleaner is ideal 
for the removal of stubborn dirt and 
heavy grease from all synthetic surfaces 
and fl oors.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZB011 4 x 5L

Code Size
KZB012 4 x 5L

Code Size
KZB012S 6 x 750ml

Code Size
KZB018 4 x 5L

Code Size
KZB014 4 x 5L
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KLENZEEN CITRUS 
GEL CLEANER

Thick gel with a fresh citrus fragrance.
Cleans, deodorises and sanitises all 
hard fl oor surfaces.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZB015 4 x 5L

JANITORIAL
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KLENZEEN AB80 
CLOTHS 80GSM

The ultimate in nonwoven cleaning cloths. Incredibly tough and 
durable, suitable for all catering and janitorial applications. 
Available in fi ve colours for effi cient hygiene management. 
Treated with an anti-bacterial agent which prevents bacteria growth 
on the cloth even after repeated washing. Bulky, strong and durable, 
highly absorbent with excellent particle pick-up. Washable up to fi fteen 
times. Colours - Blue/Red/Green/Yellow/White. 

FEATURES

Code Size
KZJ004 6 x 25

KLENZEEN 
LIGHTWEIGHT CLOTHS

40gsm Chemically Bonded 100% Viscose general purpose wipe. 
Suitable for use in all areas from mopping spills, dishwashing 
and general wiping. Available in fi ve colours for effi cient hygiene 
management. Versatile and cost effective. Available in two handy 
dispensing formats/Absorbent/Low linting. Colours - Blue/Red/
Green/Yellow/White. Roll or 1/4 folded.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZJ002C 6 x 100

KZJ001 10 x 50

KZJ002 2 x 350

KLENZEEN SUPER K CLOTHS

45gsm Apertured Spunlace 100% Viscose classic catering cloth. Made 
from apertured spunlace material and available in two handy formats 
and fi ve colours to suit all hygiene applications. Strong, tough and 
durable/Anti-bacterial treated fi bres inhibit germ growth on the cloth. 
Highly absorbent / Excellent particle pick-up. Roll or 1/4 folded.
Colours - Blue/Red/Green/Yellow/White.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZJ003 10 x 50

KZJ003A 2 x 250

KZJ003C 6 x 100

KLENZEEN HARD 
SURFACE WIPES

Constructed from 26gsm non-woven fabric which provides a suitable 
and cost-effective applicator. Impregnated with an anti-bacterial solution 
containing a broad-spectrum biocide – effective against a wide range 
bacteria and fungi. The wipes are food safe.
*Tested to EN1276 and EN13697

FEATURES

Code Size
KZJ005 6 x 200

KZJ006 1 x 800
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KLENZEEN GRAFFITI WIPES KLENZEEN NON-ABRASIVE 
HAND WIPES

Klenzeen Graffi ti Wipes are constructed from a blend of 35gsm 
polypropylene and viscose fi bres, which give a tough fabric substrate. 
The wipes are impregnated with a uniquely blended formulation which 
enables the removal of stubborn graffi ti, most commercial inks and 
paints from non-porous surfaces.

35gsm Polyviscose White. Klenzeen bucket hand wipes are the ultimate 
in portable hand wiping. Thanks to their portability, the Klenzeen 
bucket wipes can go anywhere with you and keep you clean in almost 
any industrial environment, from engineering and printing to plumbing 
and mechanics. The high strength absorbent cleaning cloths are treated 
with a low alcohol based cleaning solution which is tough on grease 
and grime, yet gentle and cleansing on the skin. 

Strong, portable and gentle on the skin/
Tough on grease, grime, inks, paints, 
silicone, adhesives Multi-purpose wipe/
Quickly cleans hands without additional 
agents.

FEATURES

FEATURES

KLENZEEN ALCOHOL-FREE 
DISINFECTANT WIPES

Thermal bond White 25gsm. These alcohol-free wipes are highly 
effective and can be used in medical and catering environments 
to clean, sanitise and disinfect all in one action. The biocide in the 
impregnant is effective against a wide range of bacteria, viruses, 
fungi and yeasts.
*Tested to EN1276, EN1650, EN13697 and EN13704

FEATURES

KLENZEEN 
TELEPHONE/VDU WIPES

Thermal bond White 25gsm. With the introduction of call centres 
and shared equipment along with air conditioning units and 
circulating warm air systems, bacteria have the ideal opportunity 
to spread between work colleagues. Using these wipes can reduce 
the risk of spread infection between users of shared equipment by 
killing of common bacteria with an effective sanitiser.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZJ018 6 x 200

Code Size
KZJ008 12 x 100

Code Size
KZJ009 6 x 100

Code Size
KZH001 4 x 150
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KLENZEEN NON-ABRASIVE 
HAND WIPES WITH 
WEILS ADDITIVE

KLENZEEN ABRASIVE 
HAND WIPES

35gsm Polyviscose White. Klenzeen bucket hand wipes are the 
ultimate in portable hand wiping. With the extra protection of 
an additive that prevents infection from Weils disease. Strong 
but gentle on the skin/Tough on grease and grime, inks paints, 
silicone, adhesives/Sanitising action/Multi-purpose wipe – 
cleans without additional agents.

45gsm polyviscose with abrasive scrim. Klenzeen bucket hand wipes 
are the ultimate in portable hand wiping. Thanks to their portability, 
the Klenzeen bucket wipes can go anywhere with you and keep you 
clean in almost any industrial environment, from engineering and 
printing to plumbing and mechanics. With two variations for most 
general applications and for the toughest of cleaning jobs Klenzeen 
bucket wipes provide the complete solution. The high strength 
absorbent cleaning cloths are treated with a low alcohol based 
cleaning solution which is tough on grease and grime, yet gentle and 
cleansing on the skin. 

Strong, portable and gentle on the skin/Tough on grease, grime, 
inks, paints, silicone, adhesives Sanitising action/Multi-purpose wipe/
Quickly cleans hands without additional agents.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Code Size
KZH001W 4 x 150

Code Size
KZH003 4 x 100

KZH005 6 x 70

KLENZEEN DRC

Non-woven wiper cloth 82gsm. ‘Double Re-Creped’ (DRC) technology 
provides products with unmatched wet-to-dry tensile strength, super 
absorbency and softness. Ideal for heavy spills. Available in a roll or 
¼ fold cloths.

FEATURES

Code Size
KZI012 8 x 50

KZI012A 1 x 400
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